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Misty Of Chincoteague
An anthology of five horse stories including the saga of a famous Chincoteague pony and Justin Morgan's big little horse.
Brooke brings her pony to summer camp in this second book in a contemporary middle grade series in the tradition of Marguerite
Henry’s Misty of Chincoteague. Brooke Rhodes is excited to go to sleepaway riding camp for two weeks with her Chincoteague
pony, Foxy. However, camp doesn’t turn out to be quite as fun as Brooke expected. The other girls all know each other already,
and they don’t seem interested in bringing a newbie into their group. Besides that, they’re all riding tall, fancy, super well-trained
show horses—not scruffy young Chincoteague ponies. Then Brooke overhears that this might be the last summer for the camp.
She asks for help from her online Pony Post friends—Maddie Martinez, Hayley Duncan, and Nina Peralt—but she still has to
wonder: will everyone work together to save the camp, or will this summer be their last hurrah?
"This reproducible study guide consists of lessons to use in conjuntion with a specific novel. Written in chapter-by-chapter format,
the guide contains a synopsis, pre-reading activities, vocabulary and comprehension exercises, as well as extension activities to
be used as follow-up to the novel."--Prelim.
Paul and his sister Maureen's determination to own a pony from the herd on Chincoteague Island, Virginia, is greatly increased
when the Phantom and her colt are among the ponies rounded up for the yearly auction.
A wild colt rescued by two children is raised by a mare who has lost her own way.

A lost pony is cause for a nighttime adventure on Chincoteague Island in this third book of a chapter book series inspired
by Marguerite Henry’s Misty of Chincoteague. Full Moon Fancy, Fancy for short, is a pony with a knack for getting loose.
First she just tramples a herb garden, then she knocks over a wall of a chicken coop, so the hens end up all over the yard
and down on the beach. When she gets out one too many times, Willa and Ben are worried she’s lost. They set out to
track her down—in the moonlight! Will they find the runaway pony, or is Fancy lost for good?
Paul and Maureen Beebe want to own the beautiful mare and colt, Misty.
Misty of ChincoteagueTurtleback Books
Briefly discusses the history and characteristics of common horse breeds.
Join siblings Willa and Ben Dunlap in the first four stories of the chapter book series inspired by Marguerite Henry’s
Misty of Chincoteague, now available in a paper-over-board bind-up! This paper-over-board edition includes four books
of the Misty Inn series, from Willa and Ben’s move to Chincoteague to the galloping adventures that follow. In Welcome
Home! the Dunlaps begin their new life on Chincoteague Island. With so many new people and places to get used to,
Willa and Ben wonder if Chincoteague will ever feel like home. There’s a sick pony in Buttercup Mystery! Something
Buttercup is eating—or being fed—is making her ill. Can Willa and Ben solve this pony problem and help Buttercup feel
healthy again? There’s cause for a nighttime adventure in Runaway Pony. Full Moon Fancy is a pony with a knack for
getting loose but when she gets out one too many times, Willa and Ben are worried she’s lost. They set out to track her
down—in the moonlight! Will they find the runaway pony, or is Fancy lost for good? The Dunlaps’ bed and breakfast is
finally finished in Finding Luck! But one disaster after another threatens the grand opening and Willa and Ben begin to
worry that running an inn wasn’t such a great idea after all.
NULL
The equine classic is now available in a special low-priced edition as two youngsters strive to own a Chincoteague pony named
Misty.
Three novels featuring the wild ponies of Assateague and Chincoteague islands, said to be descended from Spanish moor ponies
shipwrecked long ago off the eastern shore of Virginia.
Now three of Marguerite Henry's classic tales, which set the standard for the genre, are available in a lovely gift boxed set.
Includes Misty of Chincoteague, Stormy, Misty's Foal, and Sea Star, Orphan of Chincoteague.
Discover Marguerite Henry’s Newbery Honor–winning Misty of Chincoteague stories with this giftable collection of the essential
books featuring the beloved pony! On the island of Chincoteague off the coasts of Virginia and Maryland lives a centuries-old band
of wild ponies. They seem untouchable until a young boy and girl capture wild mare Phantom and care for her and her filly Misty,
fostering a lineage of horses with greatness in their blood. This beautiful boxed set collects the stories featuring the indomitable
Misty: Misty of Chincoteague Stormy, Misty’s Foal Sea Star Misty’s Twilight
On Pony Penning Day, Paul is determined to capture the Phantom of Assateague Island and her misty little colt.tom.
A raging storm slashes across Assateague and Chincoteague islands. Water is everywhere! The wild ponies and the people must battle for
their lives. In the midst of the storm, Misty—the famous mare of Chincoteague—is about to give birth. Paul and Maureen are frantic with worry
as the storm rages on…Will Misty and her colt survive? This is the thrilling story of the hurricane that destroyed the wild herds of Assateague,
and how strength and love helped rebuild them.
Sixty years ago, legendary author Marguerite Henry introduced Misty and all the ponies of Chincoteague Island to boys and girls around the
world. Today Misty of Chincoteague and all of Marguerite Henry's stories are considered some of the greatest horse tales ever told. In honor
of this, Aladdin is very pleased to bring out Ms. Henry's award-winning titles in one beautifully designed boxed set that is the perfect gift for
horse fans of all ages. KING OF THE WIND NEWBERY MEDAL WINNER MISTY OF CHINCOTEAGUE NEWBERY HONOR BOOK JUSTIN
MORGAN HAD A HORSE NEWBERY HONOR BOOK
Although Misty, the Phantoms colt, loves living on a pony ranch, her mother longs for the freedom of her early life with the other ponies on
Assateague Island.
The determination of two youngsters to win a Chincoteague pony is greatly increased when the Phantom and her colt are among those
rounded up for the yearly auction.
Offers information about the breed of small horses which gets its name from the island of Chincoteague located off the coast of Maryland and
Virginia.
Captivated by the story of "Misty of Chincoteague," a woman with a horse farm in Florida raises one of Misty's descendants to become a
champion show horse.
Dip a toe, paw, or fin into history with this fact-tastic Level 2 Ready-to-Read, part of a new series all about pets and the people who loved
them! In this story, learn all about the true story behind Misty, Chincoteague Island, and Marguerite Henry! Ever since Marguerite Henry’s
Misty of Chincoteague was first published in 1947, generations of children have continued to be captivated by the beloved story. But did you
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know that the Newbery Award–winning author owned a pet pony named Misty in real life? Learn all about Misty and Marguerite’s friendship
in this true story. A special section at the back of this book includes lots of fun facts about Chincoteague ponies!
When she finds some papers in her mother's dresser, Maddie suspects that her mother is being transferred again and is torn between
helping her best friend and spending all her remaining time with her favorite pony.
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